MANUAL SILHOUETTE M
AUTORETURN AVAILABLE

CEILING- OR WALL-MOUNTED, FREE-HANGING
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The Silhouette M (manual), spring-roller projection screen features
complete retraction of the screen and dowel inside the case for
a clean, streamlined exterior. No exposed fasteners, plus slender
dimensions enhance the Silhouette M’s sleek, contemporary design
providing an attractive appearance.

FEATURES
–– Black drop may be standard,
depending on screen size. Extra
drop above image area available
upon request. Black side borders are
available for AV format upon request.
–– No visible fasteners—hanging brackets
are self-concealing.
–– Curved aluminum case with white finish
and matching endcaps. Black finish
available upon request.
–– Front fascia removable without tools
for easy access to roller and fabric for
maintenance and service.
–– WARRANTY: One year against defects
in materials and workmanship.

AutoReturn feature automatically
retracts the projection screen. It slows
the return as the screen approaches
its upper limit. This reduces friction
and eliminates any banging when the
screen enters the case. AutoReturn
prevents potential damage to the
dowel or screen surface. Intermediate
stop positions allow you to lower, raise
screen completely, or stop at any point
in between.
–– Viewing Surfaces: OptiViewTM
(self-supporting), family.
–– Chroma Key surfaces available.

Spring-roller operated screens
for simplicity of operation and no
wiring set-up or cost. Free-hanging,
fiberglass-backed projection screens
maintain flatness thanks to the weight
of the screen and bottom dowel.

SIZES
–– Case dimensions are 6" high x 4 3/4"
deep (15 cm x 12 cm).
–– Maximum image width up to 96"
(244 cm) wide.
–– 16:10 FORMAT: from 67" (170 cm)
to 109" (277 cm) diagonal.
–– 16:9 FORMAT: from 65" (165 cm)
to 106" (269 cm) diagonal.
–– 4:3 NTSC/PAL FORMAT: from 72"
(283 cm) to 120" (305 cm) diagonal.
–– AV FORMAT: from 50" x 50"
(127 cm x 127 cm) to 96" x 96"
(244 cm x 244 cm) viewing area.
–– Custom sizes available.

OPTIONS
–– AutoReturn provides smoother,
quieter retraction for the wall- or
ceiling-mounted Silhouette M with
AR spring-roller projection screen.
A simple pull of the handle and the

SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS
All instructions, technical drawings and
other supporting documents are located
at: draperinc.com/Documents.aspx

For more information on this product visit:
draperinc.com/projectionscreens/
manualscreens.aspx
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